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Scientists demand that                                            
governments put evidence                                      
ahead of rhetoric in the                                          
battle over global climate. 



 

Staged  to  coincide  with  Earth  Day,  April
22, 2017, the March for Science took place
in over 500 cities around the world.

The idea was launched in the USA, where President
Donald Trump has roused concern with a succession
of  blatantly false and readily disproven statements,
which  his  team  have  tried  to  pass  off  as
“alternative  facts,”  and  also  by  his  regime's
determined opposition to main-stream climate and
environmental science. 

A press  release explained:  “At a time when fake
news  is  rife  and  independent  experts  face
challenges  in  getting  their  message  heard,  the
March for Science is a celebration of the vital role
that science plays in each of our lives and the need
to respect  and encourage research that  gives  us
insight  into  the  world.  The  March  for  Science
champions  science  and  the  cross-border
collaborations that are vital in enabling progress.”

London's March began at the Science Musueum and
ended in Parliament Square. In this  special  issue,
we let the placards speak for themselves.





















Satirising  President  Trump's  claim
that global warming was invented by
the Chinese to undermine the USA's
industry,  this  participant's  placard
shows Trump as a dinosaur failing to
engage with reality.  

Across  the  world,  some  tens  of
thousands  of  scientists  and  their
supporters  took  to  the  streets.
Concerns  included the necessity  of
governments  listening  to  scientists
about  climate  and  ecology,  rather
than  trying  to  gag  them,  but  also
social  justice,  peace,  research
funding and  essential international
collaboration in science. 

Prompted  by  the  actions  of  the
Trump regime, it  would have been
impossible   for  the  demonstrations
to  have  been  devoid  of  political
implications.  The  BBC  quoted  Dr
Jonathan  Foley,  executive  director
of  the  California  Academy  of
Sciences:  “They're  specifically
targeting science that protects our
health,  our  safety  and  the
environment. Science that protects
the  most  vulnerable  among  us."
However,  the  Wall  Street  Journal
quoted  a  marcher  in  the  USA  as
saying  “I'm  not  going  to  be
marching against Trump. I’m going
to be marching for science . .  .  I
hope that comes through.” 



A stunning snaphot of our planet on Earth Day, April 22, 2017 at 17:07:43 GMT. This
view  was  obtained  by  the  DSCOVR  satellite  (NASA/NOAA),  whose  Earth-facing
instruments the Trump administration seeks to turn off.
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